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ABSTRACT
A recent trend to mitigate large-scale distributed denial-of-service
(DDoS) attacks is in-network filtering, where victims can deploy
traffic-filtering rules in networks other than their own. However,
given multiple constraints, such as the number of rules a victim
can afford to deploy, the set of rules that DDoS defense entities
allow a victim to deploy, and the amount of collateral damage to
limit, the selection of rules has a large impact on the efficacy of an
in-network filtering solution.
In this paper, we introduce a new, offer-based operational model
for in-network DDoS defense and formulate the N P-hard rule selection problem for this model. We then design an algorithm that overcomes the fundamental limitations of the classical ACO framework
and transform it with several key changes to make it applicable
to the domain of in-network DDoS defense. Finally, we use a realworld Internet routing topology and two real-world DDoS traces,
along with one synthetic trace that follows the attack distribution of
the recent Mirai DDoS attack, to evaluate the efficacy and runtime
of our algorithm against four other rule selection algorithms, and
show our algorithm is near-optimal.
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1

INTRODUCTION

While the size, frequency, and complexity of distributed denial-ofservice (DDoS) attacks have increased sharply over the years, a
recent trend to mitigate large-scale DDoS attacks is in-network
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filtering. Once a DDoS attack has been detected, the victim (or
an entity acting on behalf of the victim), which we call the DDoS
defense agent (or simply, defense agent), generates DDoS-filtering
rules and places them at DDoS-filtering networks, which can be
scrubbing centers or strategically located transit networks between
the sources and victim that use the rules to filter DDoS traffic.
We focus on the offer-based operational model for in-network
DDoS filtering. Every in-network filtering solution we surveyed
assumes DDoS-filtering networks are ready to accept and execute
arbitrary DDoS-filtering rules dispatched to them, which is not the
case in the real-world. However, in the offer-based model, each
DDoS-filtering network inspects candidate rules that the defense
agent needs to deploy and makes one or multiple offers, where each
offer is a subset of rules that the filtering network is willing and
able to deploy. The defense agent then inspects all the offers from
all the filtering networks and accepts certain offers, where rules
in every accepted offer will then be placed at the filtering network
that made the offer. With this model, DDoS-filtering networks have
complete autonomy on which, what types of, and how many rules
to be deployed in their networks. This autonomy is particularly
useful in avoiding rule overflow troubles when a filtering network
receives more rules than it can afford to deploy. Furthermore, the
process of DDoS-filtering networks making offers eliminates the
defense agent’s burden of deciding or verifying, for every rule,
which DDoS-filtering networks can deploy the rule.
A problem at the center of the offer-based in-network defense
model is that the defense agent needs to decide which offer(s) to
take. Given every offer is composed of DDoS-filtering rules, we call
this problem the rule selection problem. The optimal solution
to this problem is to maximize the amount of DDoS traffic to be
filtered, with two main constraints: (1) assuming every filtering
network places a price on every offer it makes, the total price of the
offers finally selected must be within the defense agent’s budget;
and (2) assuming every rule has an associated collateral damage,
or the amount of legitimate traffic that may be filtered due to the
rule, the total collateral damage from all the selected rules must be
within a certain limit.
At first glance, this problem is similar to the classic N P-complete
0-1 multidimensional knapsack problem, which is to place items
into a knapsack to maximize the total value of items in the knapsack,
while the total weight of the items does not break the knapsack.
Here, we want to maximize the volume of DDoS traffic that all the
rules in selected offers can filter, while still meeting the aforementioned constraints.
However, the rule selection problem has one key difference from
the knapsack problem: While the knapsack problem assumes the
items are independent, in the rule selection problem, offers may
overlap (i.e., the same rule may appear in more than one offer),
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thus are not independent from each other. This difference makes
it completely infeasible to directly apply those approximate knapsack solutions, including the dynamic programming algorithm that
requires every offer to be exclusive with each other and the ant
colony optimization (ACO) framework that has the same requirement [17]. Specifically, with the ACO framework, selecting offers is
equivalent to selecting a path in a complete graph in which every
node is an offer of a set of rules, and to select an optimal set of
offers is to discover the path whose offers have the maximum total
amount of DDoS traffic filtered according to the rules in offers. A
basic principle here is that the traffic filtered by every rule should
be counted only once, even if the rule appears in more than one
offer on the path. However, the classical ACO framework violates
this basic principle as its path discovery does not take into account
the overlapping nature of offers.
In this paper, we inspect possible solutions and design a nearoptimal solution to the rule selection problem. In particular, we
make the following contributions:
• We introduce a new, offer-based operational model for innetwork DDoS defense and formulate the N P-hard rule selection problem for this model. The offer-based model allows
a victim to express candidate rules to all participating DDoS
defense entities and every entity to decide which rules they
deploy.
• We design an algorithm that overcomes the fundamental
limitations of the classical ACO framework, by transforming
it with several key modifications to make it applicable to the
domain of in-network DDoS defense.
• We use a real-world Internet routing topology and two realworld DDoS traces, along with one synthetic trace that follows the attack distribution of the recent Mirai DDoS attack [11], to evaluate the efficacy and runtime of our algorithm against four other rule selection algorithms, and show
our algorithm is near-optimal.

2

RELATED WORK

All of the in-network filtering solutions that we surveyed follow
what we call the directive-based model, in which each DDoS-filtering
network, given its filtering capabilities (i.e., number of routers capable of filtering traffic and amount of memory to deploy rules on
capable routers), are obliged to deploy filtering rules on behalf of
a defense agent [10, 12, 16, 22, 23, 28, 32, 34, 35, 38, 39, 42]. In the
directive-based model, in most cases, the defense agent does not
concern itself with rule selection because, as long as the filtering
capabilities at the DDoS-filtering networks are not exhausted, all
rules generated by the defense agent will be deployed at filtering
networks. As a result, the rule selection problem is not well studied
in these defense solutions.
Also as mentioned in Section 1, the problem of generating and
deploying rules is outside the scope of this paper, and are orthogonal to rule selection. Unlike the rule selection problem, the rule
generation and deployment problems are well studied. For example,
El Defrawy et al. [18], Soldo et al. [44], and Kallola et al. [26] present
dynamic programming, prefix tree-based, and hierarchical heavy
hitter (HHH) algorithms, respectively, for solving the rule generation problem at either single or multiple routers on the Internet.
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Along with assuming that DDoS-filtering networks are willing and
able to deploy generated rules, these works also assume that the
defense agent has complete knowledge of the filtering capabilities
at the filtering networks. This is a strong assumption, since most
autonomous systems (ASes), or DDoS-filtering networks, would
treat their filtering capabilities as private and sensitive information. Therefore, while the defense agent can leverage such works
to generate rules, it still needs to choose only a subset of rules
offered to be deployed at the filtering networks. Cooke et al. [15]
and Xu et al. [47] study and solve problems related to rule deployment, such as deployment of DDoS monitoring sensors and rules,
while Armbruster et al. [13] present a solution to the deployment
of traffic filtering rules for DDoS attacks that exploit IP spoofing.
Furthermore, Zhang et al. [50] present an adaptable rule deployment solution for Software-Defined Networks (SDNs). Due to the
fairly comprehensive research conducted on rule generation and
deployment, we instead focus our attention on rule selection. To
our knowledge, this work is the first to study this problem in depth.
Finally, although the rule selection problem is not a main focus for existing papers related to in-network DDoS defense, there
are papers in the domain of DDoS defense via cloud scrubbing
services that tackle similar optimization problems. For example,
Jiao et al. [25] determine DDoS traffic diversion and cloud resource
allocation under dynamic DDoS attacks, and You et al. [48] design
an online auction mechanism to incentivize DDoS-protection service providers to collaboratively scrub DDoS traffic. The general
approach these papers take in solving their N P-hard optimization
problems is by regularizing the objective function and relaxing the
constraints to form a new problem solvable in polynomial time. In
future work, we plan on investigating the impact of such techniques
on the offer-based rule selection problem.

3 OFFER-BASED OPERATIONAL MODEL
3.1 Overview
The offer-based operational model, like other operational models,
allows the defense agent to express its filtering needs in any way
it sees fit. This means that the defense agent has the freedom to
choose from a plethora of mechanisms for filtering DDoS traffic,
including, but not limited to, access control lists (ACLs) [5], Remotely Triggered Black Hole (RTBH) signals [2, 14], BGP FlowSpec
rules [1], or SDN rules [37]. In this paper, we are not tied to a specific mechanism, but without losing generality we choose to focus
on filtering rules based on source IP prefixes (e.g., 162.243.141.0/24).
However, it is important to note that the algorithm presented in
this paper can be generalized to any other type of filtering rule. In
the following subsection, we detail the offer-based model for innetwork DDoS defense that allows victims to express their filtering
needs by deploying source IP prefix-based rules on networks other
than their own.

3.2

Operational Model

Fig. 1 shows an overview of the offer-based model. Once a DDoS
attack is detected, the mitigation process begins with the generation
of DDoS traffic filtering rules. In most cases, the victim of an attack
will generate these rules because it has the best vantage point
to observe its specific traffic patterns and the most knowledge
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Figure 1: An overview of the offer-based model for innetwork DDoS filtering. The defense agent (victim) begins
by detecting the DDoS attack and generating rules to filter
the attack traffic (circle 1). It then sends those rules to the
DDoS-filtering networks, which create offers based on the
set of rules each are willing to deploy (circles 2). The filtering
networks then send the candidate offers back to the defense
agent, who selects the offers to be deployed (circle 3). After
the filtering networks of the selected offers are notified by
the defense agent, they deploy the rules that make up the selected offers in their networks (circles 4), thus filtering DDoS
traffic on behalf of the victim.
on what traffic is desired and undesired (we will later discuss, in
subsection 5.5, a scenario when this may not be the case). For
generality, the defense agent is the entity that is generating rules.
Every rule will indicate how to filter DDoS traffic directed to the
victim of the DDoS attack (i.e., what attributes or packet fields to
use in order to differentiate attack traffic from legitimate traffic).
Note that rules can only affect the traffic targeted to the victimÐthe
destination IP address of the traffic being filtered must belong to the
victim’s network.
The defense agent then distributes these rules to the DDoSfiltering networks (or defending networks) that may be willing to
deploy the rules. Each filtering network then decides which subsets
of rules it can deploy, given its limited filtering capabilities. A subset
of rules is called an offer, and each filtering network can provide
the defense agent with multiple offers. We leave the specifics of
offer generation to network operators/administrators.
Specifically, offers are made up of a set of rules, where each rule
filters a set of attack flows and, potentially, a set of flows that may
be legitimate (i.e., flows that are not attack flows). The value or
efficacy of an offer represents the total amount of attack traffic that
its rules can filter. Each offer also has two weights associated with
it: one weight represents the collateral damage of the offer (or the
total amount of legitimate traffic that its rules filter) and the other
weight is the cost of the offer. Note, that it does not make sense
for a single offer to be made up of rules that filter a shared subset
of attack flows (or legitimate flows). In other words, it is illogical
for an offer Q to include two rules r and s, where rule r filters
an IP prefix that is a subset of an IP prefix filtered by rule s. For

56.0.64.0
56.0.0.0

/18

56.0.192.0
56.0.128.0

56.0.255.255

Figure 2: Rules from a single offer should not filter a shared
subset of traffic. Since rule s dominates rule r , only one of
these rules should be included in the same offer.
example, if s filters 56.0.0.0/16 (or all IP addresses between 56.0.0.0
and 56.0.255.255), and r filters 56.0.192.0/18 (or all IP addresses
between 56.0.192.0 and 56.0.255.255), s dominates r , and therefore
only one of them should belong to the same offer, as can be seen
in Fig. 2 (each block represents a DDoS filtering rule that filters
traffic from a specific IP range ś the four /18 rules are dominated
by the two /17 rules, which are in turn dominated by the single /16
rule). However, multiple separate offers can be made up of rules
that filter a shared subset of traffic flows, or even share the same
rules, as explained in Section 4.3.
Furthermore, there is no limit on the number of offers a filtering
network can make. However, to simplify this selection process by
reducing the total number of offers that a defense agent must consider, we restrict the number of offers a defense agent can select per
filtering network to one. This constraint, however, does not negatively affect the overall efficacy of the defense because a filtering
network can make offers in such a way as to represent all possible
combinations of rules that it is willing to deploy. For example, if a
filtering network is willing to deploy rules x, y, and z, but, due to
resource limitations, can only deploy a maximum of two rules, it
could make 6 different offers: {x}, {y}, {z}, {x, y}, {x, z}, and {y, z}. To
reduce the overhead of sending these combinations of offers to the
defense agent, the filtering network can simply notify the defense
agent that it is willing to deploy any offer with maximum rule size
of two that includes rules x, y, and z, along with the price of each
rule (so that the defense agent can calculate the price of each offer).
Once the filtering networks make their offers, the defense agent
then selects which offers to buy, among all filtering networks, that
will most effectively mitigate the attack, given a limited budget and
threshold amount of collateral damage that it is willing to incur.
Note, measuring the exact collateral damage an offer will incur
is difficult and dependent on the type of rules that are deployed.
For example, for rules based on a source IP prefix, the amount of
collateral damage may be difficult to measure, but the number of
legitimate sources that may potentially be affected by those rules
can easily be calculated. Once the offers are selected, the filtering
networks that provided those offers will deploy the rules pertaining
to those offers in their networks to mitigate the attack. The cycle
of generating, selecting, and deploying rules will continue until the
attack is mitigated.
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Figure 3: Three example scenarios of how the location of selected DDoS-filtering networks can impact the collateral damage
and monetary cost incurred by a victim.

3.3

The Rule Space Constraint in In-Network
Filtering and the Need for Rule Selection

Although source IP-based filtering rules allow the defense agent
more fine-grained filtering of DDoS traffic, a significant drawback
to this method of filtering is the limited number of rules that can
be deployed at defending networks. This limitation is caused by
the scarcity of memory space on routers and switches for deploying filtering rules. Specifically, network routers rely on expensive
ternary content-addressable memory (TCAM) to forward or discard traffic with low latency, and most high-end routers today only
have enough TCAM space to support a few thousand filtering rules
without significantly reducing performance [3, 6, 40].
The problem of limited memory space for filtering rules is compounded by the sheer scale of botnets today. The Mirai botnet was
found to have control over 50 million unique IP addresses spread
all across the world [11]. A victim who is under attack from such a
large portion of the Internet simply cannot deploy a filtering rule
for each /32 IP address. In fact, even deploying /32 filtering rules
(a /32 rule refers to a rule that drops traffic from a specific /32 IP
address, thereby achieving the finest filtering granularity possible)
to filter a portion of Mirai’s IP addresses would cost an astronomical
amount of money, assuming the victim would have to pay for each
rule deployed on each defending network’s routers.
Therefore, the victim would need to aggregate /32 prefix rules
into more coarse-grained prefixes (e.g., /24 or /16), in order to
reduce the number of rules deployed. However, by doing so, the
victim loses the ability to prevent filtering legitimate traffic, or
incurring collateral damage, that may originate from legitimate
source IPs within the more coarse-grained prefixes. In fact, there
are examples of DDoS attacks that try to exploit this problem, one of
which was proposed in recent literature [43]. Furthermore, recent
studies attempt to analyze how in-network DDoS defense solutions
attempt to handle this problem, albeit not from a rule selection
perspective [49].
Another factor to consider in the problem of balancing collateral
damage and monetary cost, is the location at which offers are
made, and ultimately, where rules are deployed. The location of
defending ASes chosen for filtering affects the collateral damage
and monetary cost incurred by a victim. For example, the closer

defending ASes are to the attack sources, the victim has a lower
chance of incurring collateral damage, but will probably incur a
relatively large monetary cost due to more rules being deployed.
On the other hand, the closer defending ASes are to the victim, the
victim has a higher chance of incurring collateral damage, but will
probably incur a relatively small monetary cost. Fig. 3 depicts how
the location of deployed rules can impact the collateral damage
and monetary cost incurred by a victim. If filtering rules were to
be deployed as close to the attack sources as possible, as seen in
Fig. 3a, the victim could deploy /32-granular rules at each source AS,
thereby dropping all attack traffic, without incurring any collateral
damage (only attack flows A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 , A5 , and A6 would be
dropped). However, the victim would need to deploy a total of 6
separate rules (corresponding to each attack flow) at ASes 1, 2, 7,
3, 9, and 4. If the rules were to be deployed on ASes somewhere
between the attack sources and victim (e.g., at ASes 11, 12, 13, and
14), as seen in Fig. 3b, the victim could deploy a more coarse-grained
rule at ASes 12 to filter A2 and A3 , and another coarse-grained rule
at AS 13 to filter A4 and A5 . The victim could still deploy two /32granular rules at AS 11 and 14 to filter A1 and A6 , respectively.
Therefore, the victim would only need to deploy a total of 4 rules,
instead of 6. However, the coarse-grained rules at AS 12 and 13 may
also filter legitimate flows L 1 and L 2 , causing collateral damage.
Finally, if filtering rules were deployed at the victim’s AS, as seen
in Fig. 3c, then the victim, at the very least, could deploy 1 very
coarse-grained rule to filter all of the attack traffic. However, this
coarse-grained rule could also filter L 3 (along with L 1 and L 2 ),
causing even more collateral damage than the previous scenario
(of Fig. 3b). Note also that under link-flooding attacks, where a link
several hops upstream to the victim is DDoSed, deploying filtering
rules at the victim will be futile, and instead, filtering rules must be
deployed further upstream to alleviate the attacked link.
The conundrum of balancing the cost of filtering legitimate traffic
with the cost of deploying filtering rules leads to an interesting,
and not well-studied optimization problem: maximize the amount
of DDoS traffic filtered, while limiting the amount of collateral
damage incurred and money spent on deploying filtering rules. In
the next section, we formalize this optimization problem, which we
call the rule selection problem.
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Notations
j∈J
i∈I
Ij ⊆ I
k ∈K
u ∈U
Jk ⊆ J
Ju ⊆ J
ak
bi jk
au
bi ju
xi j
Pi j
Wc
Wb

Definitions
network j in set of all networks J
offer i in set of all offers I
set of all offers provided by network j
attack flow k in set of all attack flows K
legitimate flow u in set of all legitimate flows U
set of networks that flow k passes through
set of networks that flow u passes through
amount of traffic belonging to attack flow k
binary: whether offer i from network j can filter k
amount of traffic belonging to legitimate flow u
binary: whether offer i from network j can filter u
binary: whether to select offer i from network j
price of offer i from network j
defense agent’s collateral damage threshold
defense agent’s budget
Table 1: Notations.

4 RULE SELECTION PROBLEM DEFINITION
4.1 Overview
After the defense agent generates rules and the DDoS-filtering
networks provide offers, the defense agent must select a set of offers
that most effectively mitigates the DDoS attack. However, there are
a number of factors that the defense agent must consider before
selecting an offer. Specifically, the defense agent must consider the
efficacy of the offer (i.e., the amount of attack traffic or number
of attack sources filtered), the collateral damage incurred by the
offer (i.e., the amount of legitimate traffic or number of legitimate
sources filtered), and the price of the offer.
The defense agent has the freedom to decide which factors to
treat as objectives and which to treat as constraints. In this paper,
we focus on maximizing the defense efficacy, while keeping the
maximum total collateral damage and the maximum amount of
money spent on defense as constraints. Thus, we formulate the
rule selection problem as Equation 1. Table 1 summarizes all of the
notations we use.
Some issues are outside the scope of this paper. In particular, this
paper is not concerned with how rules are generated and simply
assumes the rules generated for traffic filtering are the input to
the rule selection problem. It is not concerned with how rules may
be deployed at filtering networks either, except that it determines
which filtering networks should deploy different rules as the output
of the solution to this problem.

4.2

Formulation
Õ
max

ak

k ∈K

s.t.

Õ

au

u ∈U

ÕÕ

max {x i j bi jk }

j ∈Jk ,i ∈I j

max {x i j bi ju } ≤ Wc

j ∈Ju ,i ∈I j

Pi j x i j ≤ Wb

j ∈J i ∈I j

Õ

x i j ≤ 1,

∀j ∈ J

i ∈I j

x i j ∈ {0, 1},

∀j ∈ J, ∀i ∈ I .

(1)
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4.2.1 Optimization Objective. First, we formulate the objective
function of the rule selection problem. Let K be the set of all attack
flows, where k represents an attack flow in K, and let ak be the
amount of traffic of attack flow k. Let Jk be the set of filtering
networks that attack flow k passes through, where j represents
a filtering network, and let I j be the set of all offers provided by
filtering network j, where i represents a single offer. Also, let bi jk
denote a binary value that represents whether offer i from filtering
network j filters attack flow k. Last but not least, the binary variable
x i j denotes whether to select offer i from filtering network j for
deployment. Note, if there exists an offer i from filtering network j
that can filter attack flow k and it has been selected, then x i j bi jk = 1,
otherwise 0. Note then, if there exists at least one offer i from all
of the filtering networks in Jk that can filter attack flow k and it
has been selected, then maxj ∈Jk ,i ∈I j {x i j bi jk } = 1, otherwise 0. We
take the max of x i j bi jk over j ∈ Jk and i ∈ I j because we should not
credit multiple offers for filtering the same attack flow k. Therefore,
to maximize the total amount of attack traffic filtered, the objective
Í
function is written as max k ∈K ak maxj ∈Jk ,i ∈I j {x i j bi jk }.

4.2.2 Optimization Constraints. Next, we formulate the constraints
of the rule selection problem. The first constraint ensures that
the total amount of collateral damage is within tolerance. Let U
be the set of all legitimate flows, where u represents a legitimate
flow in U , and let au be the amount of traffic of legitimate flow u.
Analogously, let bi ju be a binary value that represents whether offer
i from filtering network j filters legitimate flow u, and let Wc be
the threshold for the total amount of collateral damage the defense
agent is able to tolerate. We again do not blame multiple offers
for filtering the same legitimate flow u. Therefore, we have the
Í
collateral damage constraint as u ∈U au maxj ∈Ju ,i ∈I j {x i j bi ju } ≤
Wc . The second constraint ensures that the total cost of the selected
offers respects the total budget. Let Pi j represent the price of offer
i from AS j and Wb represent the defense agent’s budget. Then, we
Í
Í
have j ∈J i ∈I j Pi j x i j ≤ Wb . Without loss of generality, the third
Í
constraint, i ∈I j x i j ≤ 1, ∀j ∈ J , limits the number of offers that
can be selected per AS to one. Finally, the fourth constraint ensures
the atomicity of an offer (i.e., the defense agent can either select
or refuse to select an offer, and cannot split an offer), which we
express as x i j ∈ {0, 1}, ∀j ∈ J, ∀i ∈ I .

4.3

Challenges

The rule selection problem looks similar to the N P-complete 0-1
multidimensional knapsack problem [36]. The rule selection problem is 0-1 because an offer can either be selected or not and cannot
be broken down into smaller offers, and it is multidimensional because it has multiple constraints. Similarly to the classic knapsack
problem, the objective of the rule selection problem is to select
items (i.e., offers) so that the total value of the items is maximized
(i.e., the amount of DDoS traffic filtered), while the weight of the
selected items (i.e., the price of all selected offers and the total
amount of collateral damage incurred) are within the constraints.
Note that no fully polynomial-time approximation scheme exists
for 0-1 multidimensional knapsack problem, unless P = N P [30].
However, the rule selection problem is N P-hard and may not be
in N P [41] due to the overlapping nature of offers. Offers from the
same filtering network or different filtering networks can overlap in
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Figure 4: An example illustrating how offers are valuedependent items. The term łefficacyž represents the amount
of DDoS traffic filtered, and łCDž, or collateral damage, represents the amount of legitimate traffic filtered.
terms of the traffic flows that they filter. For example, let us assume
there are two filtering networks, y and z, that are on the path of
flow f . Let us also assume that both filtering networks y and z
provide two separate offers that both contain a rule which filters
f , neither of which have been selected yet by the defense agent.
With overlapping offers, the selection of one item has an impact
on which other items may be selected (e.g., selecting the offer from
y decreases the efficacy ś if f is an attack flow ś or the collateral
damage ś if f is a legitimate flow ś of the offer from z). Each time
an item is considered for selection, one would need to check for
overlap among the item under consideration and all of the items
selected so far, in order to calculate the knapsack’s new value (i.e.,
efficacy) and weights (i.e., price and collateral damage) if the item
under consideration is chosen. Due to the existence of overlapping
rules, or, in other words, value-dependent items, the complexity of
the problem increases significantly.
Fig. 4 illustrates an example of value-dependency in two offers.
Offers from AS 1 and 3 both filter attack flows A1 and A2 , and
legitimate flows L 1 . If the offer from AS 1 is selected, then the offer
at AS 3 no longer filters A1 , A2 , and L 1 . Therefore, both its efficacy
(value) and collateral damage (weight) correspondingly decrease.
The value-dependent and correlated offers of the rule selection
problem make it similar to the N P-hard 0-1 multidimensional knapsack problem with value-dependent items, and is unlikely to be
solved in pseudo-polynomial time [33, 41]. Polynomial and pseudopolynomial time heuristics must restrict the problem to a single
linear constraint which makes them impractical to directly apply to
the rule selection problem [20]. However, there are algorithms for
the general 0-1 knapsack problem that can be used as a basis to create a unique, near-optimal solution for the rule selection problem,
one such being the ACO algorithm.

5 SOLUTION
5.1 Analysis of Classical Algorithms
We analyze several classical algorithms for the knapsack problem
and transform them for the rule selection problem. Many classical
algorithms, such as the branch-and-bound and dynamic programming algorithms, cannot be directly applied to the rule selection
problem, and therefore we must modify them to handle the unique
properties of our problem. We provide a high-level overview of the
algorithms, as follows.

5.1.1 Greedy and Naive Algorithms: The greedy and naive algorithms simply order the set of offers by a heuristic (the greedy
algorithm orders the offers by their value or the amount of attack
traffic filtered and the naive orders them by their value-to-weight
ratio or the ratio of amount of attack traffic filtered to collateral
damage incurred). These algorithms run in linear time, and therefore have the shortest runtimes among all other algorithms we
analyzed. Unfortunately, the ordering step favors certain offers
which may cause the algorithms’ failure to consider offers, that if
selected, may have lead to a better solution. As a result, the greedy
and naive algorithms perform relatively poorly in most cases.
5.1.2 Branch-and-Bound-Based Algorithm: The optimal branchand-bound algorithm can be adapted to the rule selection problem
with only slight modifications. This algorithm essentially enumerates all candidate solutions by building and branching out a binary
tree, while estimating the bounds on the optimal solution at each
iteration. In the case of the rule selection problem, each node in
the tree represents a combination of selected offers, and each node
contains a value (the amount of attack traffic filtered), two weights
(collateral damage and price), and an upper bound (the maximum
amount of value that can be achieved at the current node if it were
to be completely branched out). This algorithm always returns the
optimal solution. However, its time complexity is exponential in the
number of offers. Therefore, running the branch-and-bound-based
algorithm for optimal rule selection is not feasible in a real-world
scenario for DDoS defense.
5.1.3 Dynamic Programming-Based Algorithm: The classical dynamic programming algorithm can optimally solve the 0-1 knapsack
problem, however it cannot solve the rule selection problem because
of its multiple constraints and the overlapping nature of offers. In
order to apply the classical dynamic programming algorithm to the
rule selection problem, we must handle the potential for overlapping offers by performing a pre-processing step. In this step, if there
exists two overlapping offers, the algorithm removes the overlapping attack sources from the offer with the lower value-to-weight
ratio, solely for the purpose of this algorithm (it does not actually
modify the offer). This required pre-processing step prevents the
dynamic programming-based algorithm from guaranteeing an optimal solution. Similarly to the greedy and naive algorithms, the
pre-processing step potentially eliminates offers from consideration, that if selected, would lead to an optimal solution. However, in
most cases, it achieves significantly better efficacy than the greedy
and naive algorithms and significantly faster runtimes than the
branch-and-bound algorithm, due to its pseudo-polynomial time
complexity in the number of offers.
Due to the limitations of the greedy, naive, branch-and-boundbased, and dynamic programming-based algorithms, we look into
the classical ACO framework. What follows is a detailed explanation of the classical ACO framework, why it cannot be directly
applied to the rule selection problem, and our new algorithm which
overcomes the classical ACO framework’s fundamental limitations
to be applicable to the rule selection problem. We further analyze
the time complexity of our algorithm, and discuss various trust and
security considerations related to our algorithm.
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5.2

Overview of the ACO Framework

To address the rule selection problem, we employ the ACO framework. The ACO framework is inspired by the foraging behavior of
some ant species, which deposit pheromone trails on the ground
in order to mark favorable paths that should be followed by other
members of the colony [17]. The ACO framework leverages this
behavior for solving optimization problems, such as the N P-hard
traveling salesman problem (TSP).
The ACO algorithm is an iterative algorithm. During each iteration, or cycle, a number of ants traverse a graph (e.g., a graph of
cities for TSP). Each ant builds a solution (i.e., a sequence of nodes
that create a path from the first to the last visited node) by walking
from node to node on the graph. An ant chooses the next node in
its walk according to a stochastic mechanism that is biased by the
amount of pheromone between the current node and all possible
next nodes. For example, if an ant is on node i and there is a node j
adjacent to i, then the probability of the ant choosing j as its next
destination is proportional to the amount of pheromone associated
with edge (i, j).
At the end of a cycle, a certain amount of pheromone at each
edge is evaporated, based on the quality of the solutions constructed
by the ants ś more pheromone is evaporated between the nodes
that make up low quality solutions (for TSP, a solution represents
a route and its quality is indirectly proportional to the length of
the route). This causes ants in future cycles to be more attracted
to solutions similar to the best ones previously constructed. At the
end of the last cycle, the overall best solution is chosen.
There are many existing papers that tackle the multidimensional
knapsack problem using ACO algorithms [9, 19, 24, 29]. However,
like the classic solutions, the solutions from these papers cannot be
directly applied to the rule selection problem. This is again due to
the correlated nature of offers and their potential for overlapping.
The ACO-based algorithm presented in this paper accounts for this
property. Aside from transforming the rule selection problem into a
graph-based problem, we make two main changes to the traditional
ACO framework: we modify how ants traverse the graph, and how
pheromone is dropped onto the graph. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first time the classical ACO framework has been adapted
and applied to the domain of in-network DDoS defense.

5.3
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ACO-Based Rule Selection Algorithm

5.3.1 Graph Construction for Rule Selection. In order to apply the
ACO framework to tackle the rule selection problem, there are several distinctions that need to be made between the rule selection
problem and other classical problems, such as TSP. For the rule
selection problem, the ant colony will traverse a complete graph,
where each node will represent an offer. Unlike in TSP, for the rule
selection problem an edge in the graph has no concrete real-world
representation. However, the amount of pheromone dropped along
an edge will impact the probability of choosing the offers that share
that edge. Also, this algorithm needs to take into account the potential of overlapping offers. That is, if two offers filter the same
portion of traffic, choosing one offer should affect the probability
of choosing the other offer. Lastly, the way ants lay pheromone
throughout the graph will be unique to the rule selection problem. The process of laying pheromone in our ant colony system

Figure 5: Flow chart of the rule selection algorithm.
is explained in more detail later in this section. The rest of this
section will be devoted to detailing the ACO-based algorithm for
rule selection.
5.3.2 Input Parameters. Along with the aforementioned graph of
generated offers, G, the ACO-based rule selection algorithm will
take two main parameters as input: the total number of cycles,
Cmax , and the total number of ants per cycle, Amax . The total
number of cycles and ants per cycle are proportional to the quality
of the final solution and the runtime. Additionally, the algorithm
requires the tuning parameters, m, n, α, β, ρ, τc , τmax , and τmin ,
which will be explained later. These parameters will be based on
the victim’s needs. For example, the victim can decrease Cmax and
Amax , to keep the runtime fast while sacrificing efficacy, especially
if it has many offers to select (more offers translates to longer
runtimes). On the other hand, the victim can increase Cmax and
Amax , to increase efficacy while also slightly increasing the runtime,
especially if it only has a handful of offers to select.
5.3.3 Initialization. Now, let’s walk through the entire algorithm
from beginning to end. A summary of the algorithm’s work flow
is depicted in Fig. 5. The algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1.
Each offer will have a value and two weights associated with it.
The value is the amount of attack traffic the offer can potentially
filter (Equation 2 shows the value of an offer r from an DDoSfiltering network j). One weight represents the amount of collateral
damage potentially incurred by the offer (Equation 3), and the other
represents the offer’s price (Equation 4).
value(r ) = max

Õ

ak

k ∈K

weiдhtc (r ) =

Õ

u ∈U

au

max {x r j br jk }

j ∈Jk ,r ∈I j

max {x r j br ju }

j ∈Ju ,r ∈I j

weiдhtb (r ) = Pr j

(2)
(3)
(4)

5.3.4 Traversing the Graph. At the beginning of each cycle c (initially, c = 1), the algorithm will instantiate an empty list, sloc , to
store each solution obtained in that cycle (lines 1 and 2). Also,
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Solution S = a, b, c, d

Algorithm 1: ACO-Based Rule Selection Algorithm

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Input: G, Cmax , Amax , τmin , τc and other tuning parameters
Output: s sol
while c ≤ Cmax do
sl oc = ∅;
τxy = τmin , ∀xy ∈ G;
while a ≤ Amax do
s a = ∅;
choose random offer x ;
add x to s a ;
update l av l ;
while l av l is not empty do
choose next offer y ∈ l av l based on px y ;
add y to s a ;
update l av l ;
update τx y by dropping τc between x and y;
end
add s a to sl oc ;
a = a + 1;
end
add sbs t ∈ sl oc to sдl o ;
update pheromone for each edge to τxnew
y ;
c = c + 1;
end
return s sol ∈ sдl o

each edge in G begins with an equal amount of pheromone (line 3),
which will be explained in more detail later. Each ant a will build
up a solution, sa , or a set of offers, by traveling through the map
and adding each offer it visits to its solution (lines 4 and 5). If any
individual offer in the graph surpasses the budget, Wb , or collateral
damage threshold, Wc , it is removed from the graph before the algorithm begins. An ant will begin by choosing a offer x in the graph,
uniformly and at random (line 6). It will then add the offer to sa
and the algorithm will update lavl , or the list of all available offers
(lines 7 and 8). In doing so, the algorithm is not only removing
x from lavl , but is also updating the offers that overlap with x so
that attack and legitimate traffic filtered by x does not impact the
overlapping offers’ values and weights, respectively. Additionally,
updating lavl removes all offers that if chosen next would surpass
either the budget or collateral damage threshold.
5.3.5 Probability of Choosing the Next Offer. After the first offer is
chosen, the ant will continue traveling through the graph, adding
to sa (lines 9 through 11). So while lavl is not empty, the ant will
select a next offer y ∈ lavl based on the probability pxy , given by
Equation 5:
β


τ α ×u

 Í xy y


if y ∈ lavl
β,
α
(5)
z ∈l av l τ x z ×u z


 0,
otherwise

The probability pxy is the amount of pheromone between x and y, or
τxy , multiplied by the attractiveness of y all divided by the amount
of pheromone between x and every other available offer multiplied
by the attractiveness of every other available offer. The tuning
parameter α helps to control the importance of the pheromone trail
between two offers, while the tuning parameter β helps to control
pxy =

a

Option 1:

a

e
d

c
b

Between successive pairs

e
d

c
b

Option 2:

a

e
d

c
b

Between all pairs

Figure 6: An ant choosing nodes a, b, c, and d as its solution
can drop pheromone in two different ways.
the importance of the attractiveness of an offer. The attractiveness
of offer y, or uy , is essentially the value-to-weight ratio of offer y,
given by Equation 6:
value(y)
(6)
weiдhtc (y)m + weiдhtb (y)n
The parameters m and n are set by the victim, depending on whether
collateral damage or price is of higher (or equal) concern. The
amount of pheromone τxy is initially set to some minimum value
τmin (line 3). However, τxy is updated after each cycle, as described
later in this section.
uy =

5.3.6 Dropping Pheromone. Multiple updates need to be made after
the ant selects the next offer y based on pxy . It adds offer y to sa
and lavl is updated (line 12). But most importantly, the ant will
update the graph by dropping a constant amount of pheromone,
τc , on the edge between x and y (line 13). This process is repeated
until lavl is empty, thereby completing the ants journey.
An interesting aspect of the ACO framework is the manner in
which pheromone is laid on the graph. As shown in Fig. 6, there are
two ways pheromone can be laid: between each couple of successively selected offers in a solution, or between all pairs of different
offers selected in a solution. Given a solution S = a, b, c, d, the first
option of laying pheromone emphasizes the order of choosing offers by increasing the desirability of choosing a node b over nodes
c and d, if the ant is currently on node a. On the other hand, the
second option does not emphasize the order of choosing offers, but
rather increases the desirability of choosing any node (b, c, and d)
that is a part of the same solution S that node a belongs to. From
our evaluation of the ACO-based algorithm, we obtained slightly
better results when laying pheromone in the second way. This may
be because the desirability of choosing the next offer should not
be based solely on the previous offer chosen, but on all previous
offers chosen. This is unlike the TSP problem where the next city
on the route should be solely based on the previous city chosen.
After an ant completes its journey, its final solution sa is added
to sloc , and the next ant begins its journey (lines 14 through 16).
Once all of the ants complete their journeys, the best solution sbst ,
or solution with the highest value, from sloc is saved to sдlo , or a
list of best solutions at each cycle (lines 17 and 18). The next step
of the algorithm is the most important.
5.3.7 Evaporating Pheromone. Based on the latest best solution
found, each pheromone trail on the graph is updated (line 19 and
20). Pheromone will first be evaporated from each edge in the graph,
but after evaporation, the ant that produced sbst will be able to add
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more pheromone to the edges that it traveled to create the solution
so as to negate the affects of evaporation. So given an edge (x, y),
new ,
the new amount of pheromone between offer x and offer y, or τxy
in the graph is equal to (Equation 7):
h
iτ
new
old
bst max
τxy
= (1 − ρ) × τxy
+ ρ × ∆τxy

τmin
old
1, represents the evaporation rate, τxy

(7)

where ρ, 0 ≤ ρ ≤
represents
bst ,
the amount of pheromone currently between x and y, and ∆τxy
which represents the addition of pheromone to the edges of the
best solution, is equal to (Equation 8):
bst
∆τxy

(
value(sbst ),
=
0,

if (x, y) ∈ sbst
otherwise

(8)

Therefore, the pheromone trails of the best solution will remain
the same, while trails from the other solutions will be evaporated.
This biases ants from the next cycles to choose solutions that are
similar to the best solutions found in previous cycles. However,
because we do not want the ants to be stuck at a local maxima, we
set a maximum and minimum amount of pheromone for each edge,
τmax and τmin , respectively. This entire process is repeated until
the number of cycles equals Cmax (line 21). After the last cycle is
completed, the algorithm concludes by selecting and returning the
best solution, ssol , among sдlo which is the final solution (line 22).
5.3.8 Approaching Optimality. The ACO-based rule selection algorithm has a clear advantage over the greedy, naive, and dynamic
programming-based algorithms. Unlike the greedy, naive, and dynamic programming-based algorithms, the ACO-based algorithm
does not need to eliminate offers in order to handle the overlapping
nature of offers. As Cmax approaches infinity, ssol approaches the
optimal solution. In other words, with enough cycles, and given the
fact that each edge in G will always have a non-zero probability of
being traversed, the ACO-based algorithm is guaranteed to consider
all possible combinations of offers, and thereby, eventually find the
optimal solution (albeit, not in polynomial time).

5.4

Complexity Analysis

Performing a comprehensive complexity analysis of the rule selection algorithm is a difficult task due to the stochastic nature
of the algorithm. However, the rule selection algorithm presented
in this paper is a specialized version of the MAX-MIN Ant System (MMAS) for the all-pairs shortest path problem (APSP) [46].
Sudholt et al. [46] evaluated the running time bounds of the general MMAS AP S P algorithm to be O(∆ℓℓ ∗ + ρℓ ), given a graph of
n vertices, maximum degree ∆, maximum number of edges ℓ on
any shortest path, ℓ ∗ which is equivalent to max{ℓ, ln n}, and the
pheromone evaporation rate ρ. Therefore, for the rule selection algorithm, under a large-scale DDoS attack, the running time bounds
becomes O(∆ℓ 2 + ρℓ ). Note, ℓ ∗ can be replaced by ℓ because under
a large-scale DDoS attack, the number of generated rules will most
likely be relatively large, in turn causing the number of offers to
be relatively large (≥ 100), thereby increasing the probability that
max{ℓ, ln n} = ℓ. In conclusion, the variable with the largest impact
on the rule selection algorithm’s running time is the total number
of offers the defense agent has to select from.

5.5
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Trust & Security Considerations

The rule selection algorithm relies on the trust between defense
agents and filtering networks (i.e., that the rules belonging to the
offers selected by the defense agent will be deployed by the filtering
networks). From the in-network defense systems we studied, some
either assume that the system is made up of trusted or semi-trusted
networks [10, 12, 16, 22, 28, 34], or rely on a trusted certificate authority (CA) to establish trust among networks [32, 35, 39, 42]. Also,
recent work conducted by Gong et al. [21] attempt to tackle the
problem of lack of verifiable filtering (i.e., the defense agent has no
straightforward way of verifying if a filtering network has correctly
executed its filtering request) by utilizing hardware-based trusted
execution environments (TEEs) to create verifiable in-network filters. Such work can be leveraged to ensure trust between defense
agents and filtering networks. Because our main focus is not on the
deployment or implementation of a DDoS defense system, but on a
general rule selection algorithm that can benefit most in-network
approaches, we leave the more granular details on security and trust
to the aforementioned in-network defense systems and solutions.
Let’s consider how an adversary may attempt to thwart an innetwork DDoS defense solution that utilizes the rule selection
algorithm. In the case when a DDoS attack targets transit links
instead of a single victim network, as with the Crossfire [27] and
Coremelt [45] attacks, rule generation and selection must be done
in a collaborative manner as to minimize collateral damage. For simplicity, let us assume that a DDoS attack is targeting one bottleneck
link. The network that is directly upstream to the bottleneck link
(the network unaffected by the bottleneck) will be responsible for
generating and selecting rules because, at its vantage point, it can
observe all of the DDoS traffic that needs to be filtered. However, by
not knowing what traffic is legitimate (traffic that is desired by networks downstream to the bottleneck link), it may cause collateral
damage to traffic that is destined to other downstream networks,
which is obviously unacceptable. Therefore, the defense agent (or
network generating the rules), must collaborate with the downstream networks, who are the true victims of the attack, to help
differentiate attack and legitimate traffic, to generate and select
appropriate rules. Unfortunately, persistent link-flooding attacks
may be made up of attack traffic that is indistinguishable from
legitimate traffic, making it impossible to avoid collateral damage.
Lee et al. [31] present a collaborate defense mechanism for mitigating persistent link-flooding attacks, which sends rerouting and
rate-control requests to upstream ASes. This in-network solution
can utilize the offer-based operational model to help incentivize
and guarantee successful collaboration between ASes.
An adversary may also change its behavior to render the rules
selected by the rule selection algorithm useless. For example, an
adversary could launch an attack that comprises of a series of
short-lived bursts, that may only last for a few seconds, and utilize
distinct bots for each burst, thereby making the source IP-based
rules deployed for previous bursts irrelevant and ineffective in
mitigating the current or subsequent bursts. The same applies for
attacks that leverage IP spoofing. In such a cases, the defense agent
can generate rules that filter on the basis of other TCP/IP fields
(e.g., protocol, payload, time-to-live (TTL), Type of Service (ToS),
etc.) or a combination of fields. It is important to reiterate that the
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realistic as possible, we test the algorithms on two real-world attack
traces and one synthetic trace.
Note that the tuning parameters of any ACO-based algorithm affects its performance. There is a plethora of research on approaches
to choosing the best values for the tuning parameters. However,
since this is not a focus for our work, we leverage existing research on ACO applied to the multidimensional knapsack problem
to choose the values of our parameters [17]. It is very likely that
the values we chose for our parameters are not optimal and can be
improved. This is an aspect of our work that we will look into in
the future.
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(c) Mirai 2016 (synthetic)

Figure 7: Efficacy of selection algorithms under different
traffic traces.
rule selection algorithm is not dependent on the type of rule that
needs to be selected.

6 EVALUATION
6.1 Evaluation Methodology
The main goal of our evaluation is to show the efficacy of our ACObased rule selection algorithm at filtering attack traffic as compared
to other rule selection strategies, including the optimal solution. We
also study the runtimes of the strategies to determine how quickly
each would respond to a DDoS attack. To make our evaluation as

Experimental Setup

We built a simulation framework consisting of: 1) the ACO-based
algorithm along with the greedy, naive, dynamic programmingbased, and branch-and-bound-based rule selection algorithms for
comparison, 2) a real-world AS-level Internet topology, 3) three
attack traces (two of which are real-world traces, while one is a
synthetic trace based on a real-world attack).
To construct our real-world AS-level Internet topology, we use
the complete routing table dump obtained from all RouteViews [8]
collectors on July 16, 2019. Specifically, for each collector, RouteViews provides routing tables containing AS-level paths towards all
reachable IP prefixes (i.e., destination prefixes). We treat a collector
as the DDoS victim and certain destinations as attack sources, and
in order to replay attack traces on this AS-level topology, we must
assume that the AS-level paths are symmetric. In other words, we
assume that traffic flows along the same path from destinations
(i.e., attack sources) to the collector (i.e., victim) as it does from the
collector to its destinations. This assumption does not always hold
in the real-world, and therefore, while our simulation framework
derives from the real-world AS-level Internet topology, we cannot
claim that it is completely faithful to the real Internet topology.
We use the CAIDA 2007 DDoS attack trace [7], which includes
~4,700 attack sources and ~1,400 source ASes, and Merit’s RADb
DDoS attack trace [4], which includes ~2,300 attack sources and
~1,300 source ASes. We also create a synthetic trace that follows the
attack distribution of the September 2016 DDoS attack launched by
the Mirai botnet on Krebs on Security, as detailed by Antonakakis et
al. [11]. For each of the three traces, we run the simulation 100 times
for each collector as the victim, and average all of the runs together.
Before the start of a new run, we randomly choose 100 ASes as
filtering ASes (or DDoS-filtering networks). In future work, we plan
on analyzing how choosing filtering networks based on their tier
affects the evaluation results. We ran the simulation framework
(coded in Java) on a personal computer with a quad-core 4.0 GHz
Intel Core i7 processor with 16 GB of RAM.

6.3

Efficacy

We evaluate the performance of the five selection algorithms in
terms of efficacy, or the percentage of total DDoS traffic filtered,
with respect to the victim’s budget which is represented by the
maximum number of offers that can be selected. Note that in most
cases, the victim’s collateral damage threshold will be met before
the maximum number of offers can be selected.
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Fig. 7 shows the efficacy achieved by each of the five defense
strategies during replays of the CAIDA 2007 (Fig. 7a), RADb 2016
(Fig. 7b), and Mirai 2016 (Fig. 7c) traffic traces, respectively. The
first and most obvious trend observed from these graphs is that
as the maximum number of rules increases, the efficacy increases.
However, this trend seems to be logarithmic and tends to increase
only very slightly after about a maximum of 90 offers. Second, the
lines are not smooth, which is due to the randomness in selecting
the defending ASes after each run of the simulation. Lastly, and
most importantly, we can see that our ACO-based algorithm performs only slightly worse than the optimal solution (on average,
the ACO-based algorithm ~10% less effective than the optimal), and
consistently outperforms the dynamic programming, naive, and
greedy algorithms.
The greedy and naive defenses perform underwhelmingly in
all three attacks because of how unevenly the attack sources are
distributed in the attacks and how the two algorithms prioritize the
offers. If the victim prioritizes offers based on the amount of attack
traffic that is filtered, then offers that filter the most traffic will be
deployed first, regardless of how much collateral damage is incurred
or the price of the offer. Therefore, only a few number of offers may
be deployed before the collateral damage threshold is surpassed and
the victim’s budget is met. If the victim instead prioritizes offers
based on their value-to-weight ratio, the same problem may occur.
Let’s take a look at a simple example. For simplicity, let’s combine
collateral damage and price as one weight so we are dealing with a
one-dimensional problem. Let’s say our victim’s weight threshold
is W = x and the rule selection algorithm has two offers to deploy,
where offer a has a weight of w a = x and a value of va = x − 1,
and offer b has a weight of wb = 1 and a value of vb = 1. In this
simple example, the rule selection algorithm will only select offer b
(it will select offer b first because it is of higher priority and not be
able to select offer a due to the weight threshold). If x > 2, then the
optimal solution would be to choose offer a. This situation occurs
more frequently when the distribution of traffic is uneven, which
is the case in most DDoS attacks.
While the dynamic programming algorithm achieves significantly better results than the greedy and naive algorithms, it performs worse than the ACO-based algorithm. This is due to the fact
that the dynamic programming algorithm cannot handle overlapping offers as effectively as the ACO-based algorithm. In order for
the dynamic programming algorithm to run in pseudo-polynomial
time, it must deal with overlapping offers in the pre-processing
step. This step potentially prevents the dynamic programming algorithm from obtaining an optimal solution. However, in the case
of the Mirai 2016 attack (Fig. 7c), the dynamic programming algorithm achieves efficacy close to (and at one point, better than)
the ACO-based algorithm, essentially as the maximum number
of offers increase. This is most likely because the distribution of
attack sources in the Mirai 2016 attack leads to a small number
of overlapping candidate offers to select from, and as a result, the
pre-processing step does not significantly degrade the quality of
the solution.
In conclusion, the ACO-based algorithm achieves the best results
among the sub-optimal algorithms, and is relatively close to the
optimal solution, regardless of the attack. On average, there is ~10%
difference between the efficacy of the ACO-based algorithm and the
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Algorithms CAIDA 2007 RADb 2016 Mirai 2016
optimal
~9hrs
~9hrs
~9hrs
ACO
11.33s
10.72s
12.20s
dynamic
5.79s
5.75s
4.32s
naive
0.37s
0.71s
0.60s
greedy
0.42s
0.55s
0.43s
Table 2: The runtimes for each algorithm when selecting a
maximum of 100 offers.
optimal solution. At its best, the ACO-based algorithm can improve
efficacy by more than 20% and 30% over the dynamic programming
and greedy/naive algorithms, respectively.

6.4

Runtime

The runtimes for all rule selection algorithms compared in this paper, as shown in Table 2, are dependent on the number of offers to
select from. To put this in perspective, in order to find the optimal
solution for a maximum of 100 offers, the optimal branch-andbound-based algorithm (exponential time) takes around 9 hours to
find the optimal solution, while the ACO-based algorithm (polynomial time) takes around 11 seconds to find a near optimal solution,
making it almost 3,000 times as fast as the optimal algorithm. The
dynamic programming algorithm (pseudo-polynomial time) takes
about half the time of the ACO-based algorithm. The greedy (linear
time) and naive (linear time) algorithms take less than one second
to finish executing. Note that we have not looked into further optimizing the ACO-based algorithm and it may be very possible to
reduce the runtimes seen in the table. Nonetheless, the runtime
table shows that the ACO-algorithm, while only being slightly less
effective, is significantly faster than the optimal branch-and-boundbased algorithm, and while being relatively slower, is significantly
more effective than the dynamic programming, naive, and greedy
algorithms.

7

CONCLUSION

Due to the ever-growing size and frequency of DDoS attacks, effective in-network DDoS defense systems are increasingly necessary.
However, the fundamental dilemma for most in-network DDoS
defense solutions is generating, selecting, and placing rules in a
network so that an attack can be effectively mitigated. In this paper, we tackle the problem of rule selection for in-network DDoS
defense.
We make several contributions in this paper. We formalize the
N P-hard rule selection problem for offer-based in-network filtering,
and transform the ACO framework to create an algorithm that
attempts to find a near-optimal solution to the problem. From our
understanding, this is the first work to apply the ACO framework
to optimize the selection of filtering rules for the purposes of DDoS
defense. We use a real-world Internet topology, along with realworld and synthetic DDoS traces to thoroughly evaluate the ACObased algorithm on a large scale by comparing it to different rule
selection algorithms based on other classical algorithms. Our results
show that the ACO-based algorithm outperforms the other rule
selection algorithms under real-world attacks, and performs only
slightly worse than the optimal solution even at large-scale.
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